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Immigration reform: a burning issue in San Diego
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STAFF W R I T E R

In the midst of the cur
rent demands for United
States immigration policy
reform, USD was host to a
conference entitled, "Liber
ty and Justice For All: Im
migration Policy Reform."
The four day conference,
which ran from Oct. 13
through Oct. 16, consisted
of a series of events, speak
ers and discussions.
The goal of the confer
ence "was to foster dialogue
that [respected] all view
points and, in addition, pro
vided a forum where differ
ent perspectives could meet
and find common ground,"
Barbara Quinn, director of
the USD Center of Chris
tian Spirituality, said.
The conference opened
on Thursday with a dual
keynote speaker event in
the IPJ Theatre. The inau
gural keynote speaker was
Cesario Dominguez, the
father of a Mexican woman
who perished in the Arizona
desert trying to immigrate
to the U.S.
Dominguez came to the
U.S. to find his daughter's
remains, determined to
bring them back to Mexico
for burial. He searched the
Arizona desert for 21 days,
coming across four corpses
that were not his daughter's

ENRIQUE MORONES

Father Peter Rugerre of San Diego gives communion to a young woman across
the U.S.-Mexican boarder during the Bi-National Mass at Border Field State Park.
and, finally, the corpse of
his daughter.
"Walking in [that] des
ert, you become aware of
the horrible deaths people
suffer," Dominguez said.
Dominguez was fol
lowed by Mauricio Farah

Grad school fair
appreciated by all
LEA VENTURO

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
BROOKE MCSPADDEN

EDITOR IN C H I E F
The 1 Oth annual Gradu
ate School Fair was held
Tuesday, Oct. 18 in the
UC Forum and upstairs
and downstairs lobbies
of. the University Center.
Among those in atten
dance where representa
tives from the admissions
centers of the University
of Southern California's

Rossier School of Educa
tion and the University of
San Francisco's School of
Law.
Other schools represent
ed were UCLA, U Penn,
Pepperdine, Loyola Marymount and UC Berkeley,
to name a few, in programs
ranging from Engineering
to Health Services.
The fair was put on by
USD Career Services,
who understands the im
portance of making this
information available to

See Fair, page 4

Gebara, Mexico's national
human rights commission
er. He expressed his opin
ion regarding immigration
policy reform, making the
point that the problem is
on both sides of the border,
and that, in general, these

migrants, whether legal or
not, need to be treated like
human beings.
Friday was host to three
events. The Conference
day Started at 9 a.m. with
the film "Dying to Live,"
which told the story of mi

grants' journeys to cross
the border in hopes of start
ing better lives and finding
ways to better provide for
their families.
The film was followed
by a discussion panel en
titled "Immigration Policy
Reform; Perspectives Born
from Experiences." The
panelist were agricultural
grower Michael Mellano
Sr., migrant Valentina Tor
res, chief patrol agent Darryl E. Griffen, human rights
activist Roberto Martinez,
and Tim Donnelly of the
Minuteman Corps of Cali
fornia, an activist group
that voluntarily patrols the
border in order to assist
border patrol.
"The panel was very en
lightening. The minuteman
was very well spoken and
gave a great presentation
of his perspective and was
very insightful," Charles
Pope, operation coordina
tor of the USD Trans-Border Institute, said.
Following the panel
discussion was a luncheon
with keynote speaker Jef
frey Davidow, ambassador
to Mexico and president of
the Institute of Americas,
a non-profit organization
whose mission is to develop
and improve the economic,
political and social wellbeing of the people of the
Americas. Davidow spoke
about the need for immi

gration policy reform and
how it would benefit both
the U.S. and Mexico.
Friday ended with a pub
lic policy discussion with
California democratic rep
resentative Bob Filner and
Oceanside republican sena
tor Bill Morrow. The two
men presented very differ
ent views, but both agreed
that immigration policy re
form is necessary.
On Saturday, USD host
ed two events, the first be
ing "Education Faith Com
munities: A Workshop for
Leaders."
The workshop was in
tended to train leaders of
faith communities in how
to approach the issue of
immigration policy in their
communities.
A
participant-active
event, Border Angels, was
the second event on Sat
urday afternoon. Border
Angels is a non-profit or
ganization
established
in 2001 in order stop the
deaths of individuals trav
eling through the deserts
and mountains surrounding
San Diego County as well
as other areas in the United
States near the Mexican
border.
On Saturday, Enrique
Morones, founder of Bor
der Angels and a USD
alumnus, took a group of
volunteers from USD to re-

See Conference, page 2

German Ambassador visits USD
Brittini Peterson

N E W S EDITOR
At the beginning of last
week the German govern
ment was at what many
would see as a stand-still.
The cause of this was the
inconclusive result of the
Chancellor election held on
Sept. 18.
When Germans were
asked to choose a new
Chancellor to lead the par
liamentary
democracy,
both major parties received
an equal distribution of the
vote. The candidates were
Angela Merkel and the cur
rent Chancellor, Schroder.
On Oct. 10 the decision was

made that Angela Merkel
was the new Chancellor.
By coincidence, on the
next day, Oct. 11, the Ger
man ambassador to the
United States, Wolfgang
Ischinger, spoke in the IPJ
theatre as part of the IPJ
lecture series.
Ischinger has been part
of a number of senior func
tions in the German For
eign Office and has been
an active representative of
Germany in many interna
tional relations in the past
and present. These include
the Bosnia Peace Talks and
the negotiations on the en-

See Ambassador, page 2

COURTESY OF WES CHEW

The German Ambassador to the United States, Wolf
gang Ischinger, spoke in the IPJ Theatre on Oct. 11.
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MANCHESTER VILLAGE - At

12:04 a.m., Public SafetyOfficers responded to a
noise complaint.
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICE - A
student reported an in
cident to Public Safety
in which a student was
grabbed by another stu
dent.
SI0NS A - Public Safety

fcers responded to a
report that a student's
iPod was stolen from an
unsecured residence hall
room.
JENNY CRAIG PAVILION -

Public Safety officers re
sponded to a report that
the lock was removed
from a locker at the fitness
center and that a student's
property was stolen from
inside the locker.
FOUNDERS HALL - At ap
proximately 5:11 p.m.,

Wm
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PUBLIC SAFER
REPORT

Public Safety officers
responded to a noise
complaint.
IC CIRCLE- Public
officers responded
to a report that a student's
vehicle had been burglar
ized and that the stereo
was stolen. Upon arrival,
officers confirmed that the
stereo was indeed missing
and a report was filed.
MAHER HALL - Public Safety
officers made contact with
three individuals tres
passing on the campus.
The individuals left the
campus after contact with
Public Safety officers.
MAHER HALL - While on
rounds, a resident assis
tant made contact with
minor students in pos
session of alcohol. The
resident assistant notified
public safety and they is
sued citations to six stu

dents.
MAHER HALL - While on

rounds, a resident assis
tant made contact with
a minor in possession
of alcohol. The resident
assistant notified Public
Safety, who issued an
M.I.P. to the student.
MAHER HALL - Public Safety
officers observed students
throwing items from Maher Hall into the street be
low. Public Safety officers
alerted a resident director
and made contact with the
students. Upon making
contact, Public Safety of
ficers observed students
and non-students display
ing objective signs of in
toxication. Two students
and one non-student were
transported to detox be
cause they were unable to
care for themselves.
ALL - While on

rounds, a resident assis
tant made contact with
minor students in pos
session of alcohol. Public
Safety officers confirmed
the situation M.I.P.s to the
three students.
CUYAMACA - Public Safety
was asked by a resident
assistant to evaluate an
intoxicated female. Public
Safety officers determined
that the female was indeed
intoxicated and required
immediate medical as
sistance. The female was
transported to the hos
pital for possible alcohol
poisoning.
UNIVERSITY TERRACE APTS.

- Public Safety officers ob
served loud music from
a residence. Upon mak
ing contact, Public Safety
officers observed an in
toxicated student. The
student was unable to care
for himself and was trans
ported to detox.

Ambassador speaks USD hosts dialogue on
Cont. from Ambassador,
Page 1
-largement of NATO. The pur
pose of his visit on Tuesday was
to speak about German-U.S.
relations.
"Because U.S.-German rela
tions had been characterized by
disagreement over the decision to
go to war in Iraq- although they
had improved more recently- it
seemed to [the IPJ] that this was
a fortuitous occasion to hear from
the ambassador of this leading
nation," said Elena McCollim,
Program Officer for the IPJ.
Ischinger started his speech
with a short anecdote about Pope
Benedict in order to connect with
the Catholic founding of USD.
He then discussed the current
situation and change of govern
ment that had occurred the day
before, being certain to exclaim
that he was not employed by
the incoming government and
was not a "paid propagandist".
He attempted to dispel what he
considered "not necessarily ap
propriate" assumptions about the
state of Germany.
"People should not think there
is stagnation and a lack of vital
ity in the German business and
economic and political system.
We understand if we stand still
and don't move forward we will
fail," said Ischinger.

In order to substantiate his
claim, Ischinger said that Ger
many is the leading exporter in
the world.
"What has occurred in
Germany illustrates what is
good and bad about this al
ternative to the U.S. political
system," said Michael Pfau,
Asst. Prof of Political Science at
USD and German Citizen. Pfau
is also employed by the U.S.
embassy in Germany as a lecturer
educating the German public
about American politics.
Ischinger proceeded to discuss
the bilateral relationship between
Germany and the United States,
by explaining that putting aside
the dispute over Iraq there is little
else the two countries disagree
on. "We are working better
together than any moment I can
remember," said Ischinger.
"Due to the current bi-partisan
government in Germany there is
a split over the issue of relations
with the U.S., therefore the
relationship between the U.S.
and Germany is ambiguous,"
said Pfau.
Ischinger's speech was im
mediately followed by a ques
tion and answer session. USD
students, faculty and a small
number of high school students
from the San Diego area chal
lenged Ischinger with a variety
of questions.

immigration reform

ADENA JANSEN

On Oct. 14 a public policy discussion was held, with Rep. Bob Filner,
D-CA, Sen. Bill Morrow, R-Oceanside, and moderator Tania Luviano.

Cont. from Conference Page 1
-stock and maintain a number of
life-saving stations in Tierra del
Sol in eastern San Diego County.
The stations visited on Saturday
were on a large tract of private
land with permission from the
owner. The volunteers drove
most of the distance, but had to
walk considerable distances from
the roads to each station.
"My experience on the trip
brought me one step closer to
what's really going on. In this
world, [people] avoid painful
issues. Issues of this sort tend to
feel unreal until you see where
[the migrants] walk."
Border Angels restocking and
maintenance runs occur almost

every weekend in San Diego.
For information visit www.borderangels.org.
The conference ended on a
spiritual note on Sunday with
a national mass at Border Field
State park. The mass crossed the
American-Mexican border. The
intention of the mass was to bring
people of both countries together
in a spiritual atmosphere.
The conference was sponsored
by the USD Center for Christian
Spirituality, Trans-Border Insti
tute, Romero Center, Institute
for Peace and Justice, and Social
issues Committee. It was also
sponsored by the Border Angels,
Office for Social Ministry, Dio
cese of San Diego and San Diego
Youth Community Services.
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AS wants to hear your voice!!!
If you have any questions, concerns, or ideas for
Associated Students please contact us.
We are here for YOU!

TOKiKO

FIND TH6
WITHIN!

Come by UC 161 or click on the Student Issues link on the Vnet, or for
wore information visit the UC Info Pesk.
To learn more about AS go to
www.sandiego.edu/associatedstudents.

Dear toreros,
Amidst the stress of midterms and papers, I
congratulate and announce our two new freshman senators
Tom Nash and Chelsea Pacino. Along with the other
members of the A.S. leadership team, I know they have a
lot of work ahead of them this year. To all of the freshmen,
your senators are here to work for you! Feel free to
express your student issues through them!
Today, during dead hours be sure to join A.S. and
several other departments on campus as we leam more
about the ONE campaign! Come to the front of the U.C.
during dead hours to hear personal experiences from
students about their encounters with extreme poverty
and aids. This event is sure to be educational and have
a lasting impact. For more information about the ONE
campaign visit www.one.org.
As the academic year is flying by, I hope you all are
enjoying USD to your fullest! If you have any questions
or comments for A.S. please don't hesitate to stop by our
offices U.C. 225 or U.C. 161.

Friday October, 21st

Men's Soccer vs. St. Mary's

Sincerely,

Saturday October 22nd

Jordan Freitas
Associated Students President

7pm

Football vs. Drake @ 7pm

Monday October; 24th

Men's Soccer vs. SDSU @ 7pm
Letters to Cornelius.
By Cornelius Vanderstar
Dear Dr. Vanderstar,
This is my first year living away from home. One of the
first things I bought for school was a new laptop. Unfortu
nately all of my music on my PC at home, but I do have my—
Ipod Ml of music. Is there a way to get my music off my
Ipod onto my computer? Thanks. Carlos Shelden

1116 Modlins
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Carlos,
You can just call me corny. There is a way to get
your music from your Ipod to you computer. Depending on
whether you have a Mac or a PC the process is somewhat
similar. In both scenarios third party software is involved
rather than using Itunes. Although the programs work
great at getting the songs off the Ipod, they have been
renamed from the original file name when placed on the
Ipod, most songs willimport fine into itunes, but some you
will need to edit the name. All the software and step-by-step
instructions can be found at http://www.engadget.com/
entry/7166385640773718.
"Corny
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College representatives enjoy visit to USD
From Fair, page 1
USD students making decision about
their futures.
The number of schools in attendance
has grown from 35 in previous years to
over 75 this year. Associate director of
career cervices James J. Tarbox Ph.D.
does not think this is just a coincidence.
"We're a good feeder school for a lot of
schools. They love USD students and
that's why they came here," Tarbox
said.
He also explained how although the
graduate school fair is a circuit event
held at UC San Diego, Cal State San
Marcos, and San Diego State, the repre
sentation from schools is always greater
at USD because of it's guaranteed suc
cess and high turnout.
Recruiter for graduate studies at UC
Davis Gloria Myers said, "This is one
of the best (schools) there is. There is a
lot of representation here."
Graduate school representatives
were not the only educators in atten
dance. Recruiters from JET, a Japanese
teaching exchange program were also
present. This program allows students
to travel to Japan for a one year ap
pointment to teach English to Japanese
citizens.
The program also serves the purpose
of providing Japanese people with an
opportunity to learn more about the U.S.
and its citizens. Of course, this learning

BRIAN LARROW

Kristina Huey and Aaron Franz talk to a representative from Hastings Law School.

is reciprocated and the teachers often
leam as much as their students.
In addition, other service related
organizations were present, includ
ing the Peace Corps, an agency of the
federal government devoted to world
peace and friendship. These programs

diversified the Graduate Fair, since they
offered post-collegiate opportunities
outside of the classroom.
Many students visit the graduate
school fair to get information and keep
their options open. Senior Julisa Preciado was excited to arrive at the event.

"I'm coming here thinking, 'I don't
know what I want to do,' but I want to
look around," Preciado said.
Many people share this attitude, from
their freshman year into their final se
mesters of college. "Freshman come up
to me and they say, 'I'm just a freshman,
I don't need to worry about this now,'
and I tell them that it's never too early
to begin looking," Myers said.
Though the graduate fair was popu
lated primarily by upper classmen, all
students were welcome. "This is really
helpful in terms of what schools have
to offer and locations [of the schools],"
sophomore Andrea McBeth said.
Representatives were extremely
helpful and answered all sorts of ques
tions. McBeth said that having the
opportunity to speak with representa
tives from a variety of fields of study
allowed her to gain information about
what graduate programs are out there.
This way when she graduates she will
be more easily able chose what to do
with the rest of her life.
Along with answering student's
questions, representatives were hand
ing out fliers, pamphlets, business
cards with contact information, and
other paraphernalia that promoted their
school or organization.
When talking about the number of
souvenirs she received while visiting
the various tables that interested her,
Preciado said, "I got a lot of pens."

Campus Focus
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Cycling club founder takes us for a ride
L EA V ENTURO

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

When I first met senior James Gard
ner he was hard to miss. I was writing a
paper in the Olin computer lab when the
USD economics major walked through
the door. He hauled in his mountain
bike, wearing two backpacks, one in
front and one in back, sporting a helmet
around his neck.
The cycling club founder was rush
ing to print out a take-home test for
an economic class that he planned to
complete on the eight-and-a-half-hour
train ride to San Luis Obispo. He was
on his way to the 2005 Parkfield Clas
sic, a mountain bike race put on by Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo cyclers. I would
soon find out that Gardner was hard to
ignore on the track as well.
The 16th annual event was held on
Oct. 1 and 2 on the pristine V6 Ranch
in Parkfield.
Acres of private land were donated
to Cal Poly's cycling club, The Wheel
men, for use as a campground, training
ground and race venue. Attendees ar
rived on Friday evening, set up camp
and enjoyed each other's company
throughout the night.
"We got there at about 8:30 p.m.
and I had to turn in part of my test, so I
was on the computer for about an hour.
Then we had a few beers, joked around
a bit and finally went to bed at around 1
a.m.," Gardner said. "It's pretty much
a campground with 400 college kids
there. It's a party."
Throughout the two-day event,
cyclers competed in downhill, dual
slalom, cross country, and short track
events on courses challenging for ev
eryone from beginners to professionals.
Gardner competed in the Men's B Cross
Country race coming in 26th out of 60
competitors.
At one point in the race, Gardner
used his past marathon training to get
ahead. "You get to this monster hill

that no one can ride up. It's so steep, so
everyone has to hop off anyway. I was
the only one there who was a runner, so
I just threw my bike on my back, and I
actually got to the top passing four or
five people," Gardner said.
"I eventually lost that position after I
crashed," he said while showing off the
scars on his arm. He said,
"I was going too fast down a hill,
lost control, fell off and skidded down
the hill until I ran into a tree stump that
broke my fall."
"It's pretty much balls to the wall, as
fast as you can go until you finish—we
went 15 miles."
Gardner started biking while in high
school in Thousand Oaks, but really
got into the sport during his sophomore
year at USD after hurting his heel in a
marathon.
"I had to cross-train somehow or
it would drive me crazy," he said. "I
started to love the speed. I've been go
ing full force with it for a while now."
Gardner plans to compete in an Ironman
competition and a non-stop 24-hour
race in the spring.
Gardner founded the USD cycling
club last February after he observed
that college students were regular par
ticipants at a variety of cycling events
in California. He wanted to be able to
represent USD, but there was no team
or club for him to represent.
"I raced a couple races and I saw
college riders there, like my buddy who
rides for his college. I said, 'We don't
have a team,' but I got sick of it and I
finally started one," Gardner said.
Gardner attributes his success in
forming the club to Gary Becker and
Chris Groth in the Sports Center.
"It was pretty easy. Mr. Becker is
pretty much the head of all sports clubs,
he's the man up there. He helped me
out a lot with his assistant Chris Groth
and he got me running and started,"
Gardner said.
The cycling club is open to all

students who like to ride.
The club currently has five
regular members who go on
weekend rides on trails in
Escondido, near Qualcomm
Stadium, and outside of San
Diego when they have time.
"It's a very individualis
tic sport. It's like going out
for the surf team. We don't
have team practices. You
practice on your own 'cause
everyone's different, but it's
fun to go out with the guys,"
he said.

ALLEN CHRISTENSEN

USD senior James
Gardner is shown
here competiting in
the Men's B cross
country race at the
2005 Parkfield Clas
sic. Above: James
leads the pack at the
beginning of the race.
Left: James follows
a fierce competitor
across a field. Below:
James races across
the finish line in 26th
place out of 60 com
petitors.

The club also welcomes
road-cyclists, since a lot of
their training is on-road for
convenience, skill-learning
and safety reasons.
Gardner also participates
in USD's Marine Corp ROTC
program and works as a
personal trainer at 24-hour
Fitness.
"Fitness is pretty much
my life," he said. "I'm not
gonna lie, I'm obsessed. It
turns me on."

Shaved heads save
BROOKE MCSPADDEN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Bleed Purple, an organi
zation created by senior Jeff
Piatt's friends and fraternity
brothers to help support him
in his fight against cancer,
recently held a fund raising
event.
The event, which took
place on Oct. 20 in front of
the UC, auctioned off the
right to shave Piatt's friends
heads for small donations.
Money collected at the event
will be used to help support
Piatt in his battle with Hodg-

kins-Lynphoma.
Pictured to the left,
Kappa Alpha Theta mem
bers prepare to shave the
head of Anthony Pavich,
which was purchased for
$80.40. President of the
sorority, Katie Brosnan,
and senior member Elyse
Rohrer, did the honors.
Another Delt, pictured
on the right, shaves his
long locks to raise money
for Piatt as well.
The event generated a
total of $3,315 which will
go directly to the Bleed
Purple Foundation.

If you missed out on this event and would like to
make a donation, visit www.bleedpurple.org.
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Crchkn@aol.com

Kenneth Creech, Opinion Editor

Football creates guidelines for life
KATELYNN MCBRIDE
STAFF WR I T E R

Football is a thrilling experience and
watching it on Sunday is the highlight
of many people's week. This sport is so
popular because it shows life as it could
and should be since people are rewarded
objectively for achievement. This gives
them the moral inspiration needed to at
tain personal goals.
Football provides relief from a world
where real achievement is increasingly
overlooked and sacrifice is held up as
the primary virtue of life. On the field,
sports heroes can exist.
Nobody cheers Rod Smith's name be
cause he is a victim and has handicaps he
needs to overcome; we cheer for him be
cause through hard work and a dedicated
attitude, Smith can be counted on to catch
the passes thrown to him. Peyton Man
ning did not get the starting quarterback
position because the Indianapolis Colts
felt bad for him and thought he needed
it~he got the position because he is an
incredibly talented quarterback.
The players have to earn a place on
the teams just as people should have to
earn a raise or promotion. In football,
the emphasis is shifted to earning praise
rather than receiving it, without cause.
Football provides an objective mea
sure of achievement where the team

that plays better wins the game. To earn
a first down, a team must advance ten
yards. To earn a field goal, the kicker
must successfully kick the ball between
the goal posts. Coming up short of that
goal is not good enough.
In the world outside of football,
people are told that goals do not matter as
long as they feel good about themselves,
ignoring the fact that goal attainment is
necessary for true self-esteem.
Sundays serve as a reprieve from this
mentality of mediocrity, since players
are faced with the decision of achieving
tangible goals or losing. One is rewarded
for being exceptional and punished for
being mediocre.
Everyone needs moral inspiration to
continue in life. We all need a hero to
look up to who inspires us and makes us
say to ourselves, "I really believe I can
achieve a goal. I want to do something
exceptional." As goals become tougher
to accomplish, we need somebody to
demonstrate that they can be achieved
and are worth striving for.
Watching football every Sunday gives
that supply of inspiration we all need.
These heroes perform under pressure
every weekend and show just how great
people can be.
Football is one of the activities that
focus on the attainment of goals. Those
who achieve are celebrated and give us

ADENA JANSEN

Fans of football have long praised the sport for its enjoyable attributes. This USD
student looks deeper into the game to get moral guidance about life achievements.

the inspiration we need to achieve our
own goals. Those who fail experience
a pay decrease and often fail to keep a
place on the team.
Nobody knows who Champ Bailey is
because he got cut for several failures in
the preseason. Everyone knows who Ter

rell Owens is because he earned hundreds
of receiving yards in the last Super Bowl,
while recovering from a broken angle.
Since this sport highlights achievement
and provides moral inspiration, fans
keep coming back every weekend as
they should.

Indiana starts a no-Nyquil law for youths
STAFF EDITORIAL
U-WlRE/1 NDIANA U.

Thanks to a new Indiana law, Nyquil
has joined alcohol, pornography, ciga
rettes and R-rated movies on the list of
items that require identification.
In July, Indiana passed a law that re
stricts access to cold medicines contain
ing ingredients that can contribute to the
making of Indiana's newest problem
drug: methamphetamine.
Head to your local Village Pantry
or grocery store looking for deliver
ance from your nighttime coughing,
sniffing, sneezing and that notorious
"I can't go to sleep but God I want to"
feeling, and you will discover relief has
red tape. Your name, telephone number
and address are required to purchase all
cold medicines containing ephedrine or
pseudoephedrine.
This would seem like a very small
price to pay to stem drug use, if the new
laws made any sense.
However, the laws are just another
example of the politicizing of a serious
problem and the inefficient way politi
cians attempt to deal with problems as
an attempt to look like they are actually
working.
Gov. Mitch Daniels says the major
ity of meth in Indiana is not coming
from Brown County, Indianapolis or
anywhere else in the state. It's coming
from Mexico. Unless our friends south

of the border hold some sentimental
value for cold medicine in Indiana's
drugstores, it seems like the law might
be pointless. Our Nyquil is just not that
special.
Even if the law's purpose is to deter
local drug labs from making meth,
this law only has prudence in Indiana.
Drug dealers are not so slothful that

" D o e s
t h e
government feel it
is more important to
keep refrigerators
smelling fresh
than to halt the
production of
crack?"
they can't adapt to the new law. The
only extra strain this puts on local drug
dealers are the travel costs. Gas prices,
though high, are not expensive enough
to deter serious drug dealers from tak
ing a quick drive to Kentucky, Ohio or
Illinois to purchase something that will
yield them high profits.
Furthermore, it seems like these

days, people will drink, sniff or
inject anything into themselves
to get a buzz. Bleach, after
shave and muscle relaxers can
all be used to get high. Should
we track people who are using
these products?
Are we going to start shak
ing down little Bobby and Sue
when they purchase glue sticks
in fear they will go home, cut
them up, bag them and distrib
ute the glue to their friends for
sniffing? Baking soda is an es
sential ingredient in the manu
facturing of crack cocaine,
which has been a problem
much longer than methamphet
amine. Does the government
feel it is more important to keep
refrigerators smelling fresh
than to halt the production of
crack? Of course not.
However, through the eyes
of the politician, the public
must see something going on
to curb the meth problem, no
matter how ineffectual and in
effective these laws are.
Maybe the government de
serves the benefit of the doubt
about its new policy, but its
wishful thinking is a waste of
everyone's time. It is time for
our leaders to stop experiment
ing with trivial laws.

ADENA JANSEN

In Indiana, Nyquil will soon require proof of age
for purchase.
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Modern masculinity has embraced the "man-hug"
KENNETH CREECH
OPINION EDITOR

There is a phenomenon in
America of mass proportions.
Every male has done it at least
once and every female has
seen it on numerous occasions.
What is this thing spreading
around the country? It is called
the "man hug."
As a result of the genderbased messages we receive at
a young age, guys are taught
that masculinity has nothing
to do with showing emotion or
expressing themselves through
physical contact. What happens
though, when a male is greeting
a good friend he has not seen
in a while? You guessed it, the
"man-hug."
While not particularly physi
cally damaging, the "man-hug"
can cause confusion and often
an onslaught of inner dialogue
that is nothing like what wom
en experience.
Though I cannot personally
attest to what occurs in the
female brain when encounter
ing a friend, I imagine it goes
something like this, "Oh, there
is (insert friend's name here).
I am going to hug her." In the
male brain that same situation
may sound more like this,
"Oh, there is (insert friend's
name here). I should give him
a hug. Do I want to hug him
though? What does that say
about me? Would he think it
was weird if I tried to hug him?
I have not seen him in a while,
but were we close enough to
hug?" This inner conversation

BRIAN LARROW

On campus or out on the town, evidence of the "man-hug" and other forms of masculine approved
touching are readily available.

may continue for any length of
time, but generally results in
a sometimes awkward hand
shake and a half hug/back pat.
This is generally how male to
male contact goes, unless you
are playing sports.
At a football, baseball, soc

cer or other sporting event in
which men participate it is
possible to see them embrac
ing or touching each other in
places they normally would
not. Depending on the situation
they may even occasionally
cry. Why is it in this situation

that it is okay to drop our guard
and be less "masculine?"
In the context of sporting
events there is no fear of a mis
understanding between players
as to why the contact is hap
pening. You got a hug because
you helped to win the game, he
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slapped you as you passed by
because you did a good job and
you are crying because you lost
in the playoffs, or worse, the
final round.
Problems arise when we
consider the many other places
outside of sports where men
need to be touched such as at
the doctor's office. Though it
may occasionally be linked to
sports, a physical is not always
done for that reason. It does
however, expose men to a wide
array of male on male touching.
And it is clear in this example
that I am not referring to a little
touch on the shoulder.
In the Oct. 2005 Details
magazine article, Who s afraid
of a little manhandling?, doc
tors and physical therapists dis
cuss how uncomfortable some
men are when it comes to being
touched by another man.
According to the article,
masseur Christian Van Daele,
said "A lot of men are ap
prehensive and say, 'I want a
woman.'" While male mas
seurs are often rebuffed, this
is not always the case with
doctors. Art Chandler, a doc
tor interviewed for the Details
article said, "The sicker a man
is, the more he may crave a
physician's touch."
So it seems that when it
truly counts, many men will
suck it up and let another man
invade their personal bubble.
But ultimately, it may be more
healthy for men to embrace a
more fulfilling embrace and
lose the "man-hug" and what
it represents altogether.
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From the Tsunami to now.
lines of the Indian Ocean. It's hard to put a number into
perspective.
FEATURE EDITOR
"It's more than I can even fathom," junior Brittany
Ten months have past since a major tsunami devastated
Fitzgerald said.
coastlines along the Indian ocean, but newsworthy events
International governments and organizations have
are still happening in these areas. Though our minds are now
contributed over $11 billion in relief funds since the time
riddled with thoughts of new natural disasters, we must not
it hit, including countless clothing, food and building
forget that the people in these areas still need relief.
material donations.
Reports have been issued that sum up the damages left by
Despite these numbers, analysts and reporters have
the tsunami. CNN reports that the total number of casualties
voiced criticism. Warehouses in London are full of
was 176,459 and the total number of missing persons was
clothes that haven't yet made it to victims. Oxfam In
49,869. That's a quarter of a million people claimed by this
ternational, an international charity, has claimed that the
one natural disaster, not to mention the millions of people
money hasn't been directed to the poorest in need. This
left homeless and billions of dollars of property damage
raises questions about aid distribution for other recent
along the coasttragedies, such as hurricane Katrina and the earthquake
in Pakistan.
IT
1 ®
1
1
In areas hit by the tsunami countless communities
are still trying to pull themselves together with minimal
water and supplies. Survivors are mending from
Aug. 29: Hurricane Katrina killed 973 and
physical injuries, depression and destroyed liveli
hoods.
left half a million displaced.
There is still hope throughout this messy
Oct. 2: A volcano erupted in San Salvador
recovery. While places like the Andaman
killing two and displacing 30,000.
Islands are installing a sea wall to protect
harvests, Meulaboh, Indonesia has reaped
Oct. 4: Hurricane Stan hit Guatemala killing 800
the benefits of increased sea salt fertiliz
people and leaving 600 missing.
ing their farmland, experiencing harvests
Oct. 7: A 6.2 undersea earthquake hit San Salvador.
double the size of last year. The tourism
Luckily, no one was directly affected
industry of Chiang Mai, Thailand is on a
steady recovery from last year.
Oct. 8: A 7.6 earthquake in Pakistan left 54,000
Reunions, survival stories, miracle stories
dead and 2.5 million homeless.
and volunteer work are also highlighted in spe
Oct. 16: A 4.9 earthquake hit off the coast
cial reports. These updates are just snippets of news
that many may pass by unless it is called to their at
of San Diego. Luckily
tention. Fitzgerald has pondered the effect of the tsunami
1I7D Va oil Cofo
on the media and the effect the media has on us.
It's been about a year since it happened and for
a long time there was Live 8* covered in the
media because it was such a spectacle," she
said. "People weren't caring about it over the
summer, even before New Orleans was hit
by Katrina, so it's not that a new thing put
itout of the way."
Junior Daniel Bierbach brought up the fact
that there was a tsunami warning this sum
mer in San Diego and surrounding areas due
to seismic activity near San Francisco.
Our warning system was way better in that they
were already getting to evacuate people," Bierbach
MARYKA PAQUETTE
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said. "It makes me wonder if
* Jkj'
all that would have happened
if it wasn't for the tsunami in
Asia."
The attitudes of Americans af
ter the tsunami in Asia have been
mixed. Some have a hard time fully
grasping the devastation because it oc
curred so far away from us.
"The hurricane hit me so much harder than the
tsunami because it is on our soil," Bierbach said.
"The U.S.A. [claims to be] so ready for disaster, but
Katrina showed that we're not ...we're still at the mercy of
nature," he said. "Even when people say, 'Oh it could never
Check out cnn.com, news.google.com
happen to mc,' it shows they are still in that mind-set."
and bbc.com, all of which have extensive
Others fully understand the devastation. BJ Carter,
special coverage on tsunami relief.
Erin Weesner and Jess Bonin were even able to witness
it first hand when the group left USD to visit India last
To learn more about volunteer opportu
spring to help with disaster relief.
nities, contact InterVarsity Christian
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship is organizing another
Fellowship.
mission this January which will bring 10 to 15 students back
to India.
"We want [the trip] to be informative so people are able to see first
hand how they can be a part of it in India and back at USD," Carter
said.
These tragedies don't just get taken care of. They effect a
place and people for years after they hit. The BBC reported
that the tourism industry in places hit by the tsunami prob
ably won't be at the same level for five years and overall
reconstruction may take up to a decade.
Our compassion is the first step in making an effort to
aid the millions of people who
are still struggling. It
is with a spirit of
*Live 8 is a
compassion
series of concerts and
that Inter- ,
events across the world which
Varsity
I
are being staged to highlight the
volunteers jh
problem of global poverty. It is in co
will em- ||
operation with the ONE Campaign. Learn
bark on ||
more by visiting www.one.org. Or, go to
another m
the
trip to in- *
between 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. Thurs
dia.
"We're not
day, Oct. 20th in the UC
ALL PHOTOS BY MICHELLE FRANCIS
going just beforums.
cause 10 to 15 in
Top Right: Indian ships destroyed by the tsunami lay in a pile of rubble.
Bottom Right: Senior Erin Weesner takes hold of a young boy while volunteering at an orphanage in
dividual people care, but
tsunami hit areas.
because thousands care," Weesner
Left: Young children at the orphanage where USD students volunteered were surprisingly cheerful, even
after being exposed to the destruction caused by the tsunami.
said.
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What is a lawyer?
A debater? A fighter?

Or more than that?
A creative problem solver.
A principled advocate.
A rigorous and versatile thinker.

Explore the broad expanse of the law

in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego

What law school ought to beJ

Bird Rock Bikini
and Boutique is now

carrying HOT new
apparef from the following
must-have lines:

C&C California Tees
Hardtail
Sweetees
Scrapbook
Sugar Shoes

(Diviners

Lucy Love and

by Jim Leonard Jr. Directed by George Ye
8 p.m,, Oct. 26,27,28,29, and 2 p.m., Oct. 29,30, 2805
Shiley Theatre, (amino Hall U.S.D.

Jeans By Hard Tail
and Miss Me

Tickets available at the University Center Box Office at (619) 260-2727
$8, students, seniors, USD faculty, staff, alumni; $10, general admission
(858) 454-1887

Tickets also available one hour before curtain at Shiley Theatre

5651 La Joila Boulevard
between Bird Rock Avenue
& Forward Street

For information contact (619) 260-7934 or theatrearts@sandiego.edu

End of Summer Sale
on swimwear is also going on now!

Presented by the undergraduate Theatre Arts Program
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Tnrice's latest "Vheissu" hopeful
NICOLE COOK

ENT. EDITOR

With the release of their
fourth studio album "Vheissu"
on Oct. 18, Thrice hopes to
continue entertaining fans with
their captivating rock sound.
The band, which is composed
of Dustin Kensrue (vocals),
Teppei Teranishi (guitars), Ri
ley Breckenridge (drums) and
Eddie Breckenridge (bass), has
released four albums since they
formed in 1998.
The title "Vheissu" comes
from "V,"-a Thomas Pynchon
novel. When Kensrue found the
word in the novel, he decided
it was a clever way of disguis
ing the meaning behind their
music.
Many album titles today are
geared toward a certain theme,
whereas with "Vheissu" listen
ers are encouraged to find the
meaning themselves.
"We did a little research on
the word and it had been de
constructed by some professors
online and they had suggested
that possibly it came from the
German phrase "Wie heist du,"
which is who are you or what are
you?" Riley Breckenridge said.
"And we found that particularly
interesting because Dustin's lyr
ics over the years have dealt a
lot with who are you."
The impact reading has on
the group is not only apparent in
their album titles or lyrics, but
also in a section on their website
called "The Rambles."
The website helps facilitate

ISLAND RECORDS

"Vheissu," a word found in Thomas Pynchon's novel "V" deals with the question "Wie heist du?"

dialogue between the band and
their fans.
"We'll let people know what
we're reading and listening to
and watching and it's a cool way
to interact with people that are
into the band," Breckenridge
said. "You're talking to them
about other creative mediums
and that's very exciting."
Though the group didn't want
to give away what the album is
about, they admitted there is one
rampant theme throughout.
"I know in talking with
Dustin, because he writes all

the lyrics, he said that his lyrics
on this record are a lot more
hopeful then they've ever been,"
Breckenridge said. "I think in
the past his lyrics dealt with
being lost and confused and
maybe now he's also talking
about being lost or confused,
but there's always an element
of hope and that there's a way
to be able to pull through those
difficult times."
"Vheissu" showcases more
experimentation by the band
than opposed to previous re
cords.

"I think that the biggest dif
ference is just the incorporation
of more instruments and more
textures in the music. There's
more piano and rogues, and
synthesizers and electronic pro
grammed drums. And in doing
that, I think it's improved the
dynamics of the band- like the
balance between the kind or
hard moments and soft moments
and heavy and mellow are a lot
greater," Breckenridge said.
On the track "Music Box,"
Thrice experimented with a
concept that they have always

wanted to try. The song revolves
around an object, which happens
to be a music box that Teranishi
found at an airport in Japan.
"It kind of has this cool kind
of spooky melodic quality to it
and we wanted to have that run
ning through the entire song as a
theme," Breckenridge said. "At
times in the song the music box
is very present and at times it's
really buried underneath every
thing but if you listen it's going
through the entire song."
Though Thrice does not like
to place their music in a specific
genre, they do feel that it has
evolved over the years.
"We always felt that we were
maybe doing more than making
a punk record or hardcore record
or emo record or whatever the
hot term of the moment was,"
Breckenridge said. "I think our
sound has broadened to the
point now that really rock is the
best way to classify it because
it's got elements of a ton of dif
ferent styles of music."
Thrice is currently touring
with Underoath, the Bled and
Veda, with 45 shows all over the
U.S. and stops in Canada.
They are even playing an
extra show at the House of Blues
in L.A. in Nov. for a worthy
cause.
"We're putting a bill together
right now and all of the pro
ceeds from that, whether it be
merchandise] or ticket sales,
they're all gonna go to help out
the victims of Katrina," Breck
enridge said.

Many detours on the road to " Elizabethtown"

Although humorous and uplifting, Cameron Crowe's latest flick lacks consiceness

ASHLEY MCLEAN
STAFF WRITER

After directing movies such
as "Jerry Maguire," "Say Any
thing" and "Almost Famous,"
good things were expected from
director Cameron Crowe's new
movie, "Elizabethtown."
Unfortunately, although the
movie is filled with uplift
ing messages, humor and a
developing relationship, these
expectations are diminished by
the movie's length.
Drew Baylor (Orlando
Bloom), a shoe designer who
created the amazing, but flawed,
Spasmodica shoe, is told that
Mercury Shoes will lose $972
million because of him.
He is left in despair, without a
job and plans to kill himself.
However, his plans get inter
rupted when he receives a phone
call telling him of his father's

death.
Baylor hops on a plane to
Elizabethtown. While onboard
he meets flight attendant Claire
Colburn (Kirsten Dunst).
Drew and Claire spend all
night talking to each other on
the phone until they finally
meet up.
Naturally their relationship
progresses, revealing the real
heart of the movie. But this
relationship gets lost as a result
of the lengthy plot.
The burial is in Elizabethtown, the place where his father
grew up.
But while he is there, Drew
reconnects with his father and
his family.
However, there is too much
for him to reconnect with.
There are also unnecessary
details such as the indecisiveness of whether or not the father
should be cremated or buried.

The movie is 125
minutes to be ex
act, but the extra
plot and minor
character
development
causes the viewer
to become impa
tient."
There is also a slightly un
comfortable scene in which
Drew's mother, played by Su
san Sarandon tap dances at the
funeral.
This scene is 10 minutes long
but could have easily main
tained the same effectiveness
in two.
Along the way, there are oth
er familiar faces. Alec Baldwin
plays Drew's boss and Jessica
Biel plays Drew's ex-girlfriend

and coworker.
Unfortunately, these charac
ters are part of why the movie
seems so long.
Their developing character
plots could have been short
ened to improve the quality of
the most important relationship
in the film-that of Claire and
Drew.
The movie is 125 minutes to
be exact, and the lengthy plot
and minor character develop
ments cause the viewer to be
come restless.
After being shown at several
major late-summer film festi
vals, "Elizabethtown" was cut
down from 138 minutes, but it
feels like Crowe could have cut
it down even more.
Ultimately, the jokes will
keep the viewers entertained.
For example, make sure to
watch for the scenes involv
ing Chuck, Cindy and Drew's

family.
In them the audience learns
they are from Oregon, not Eliz
abethtown as everyone had
said.
Drew and Claire's relation
ship is not lost completely in
side plots.
Bloom and Dunst have
chemistry and charm through
out the movie.
The humor in the film is one
of the things that make "Eliza
bethtown" worthwhile.
The movie ends with a road
trip, what proves to be one of the
best scenes in the film.
Drew reconnects with his
dead father by going back to
Elizabethtown and learning
about his father's love.
Though not Crowe's best
film, "Elizabethtown" leaves
viewers feeling uplifted and
smiling, as they share in the
emotions of the characters.
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Animal Liberation Orchestra flies this fall
ALEX GARDNER
STAFF W R I T E R

Animal Liberation Orchestra, the
band known for "weaving jazz, blues and
funk," kicked-off their headlining
tour in San Diego on Oct. 7 at the
Belly Up Tavern.
The band, which started as a ninepiece assembly with their jazz band
professor as their drummer, is
composed of Zach Gill (lead vo
calist and keyboardist), Steve Ad
ams (bass), Dan Lebowitz (guitars
and percussions) and David Brogan
(drummer).
A friend in college gave them the
name Animal Liberation Orchestra.
The band thought it was funny, so they
decided to use it. Gill has said in the past
that, "For us, ALO is more than just a
band and we're more than just a group
of great friends making music together.
ALO is our lifestyle."
The band is constantly making music
and looking for outlets for creativity and
inspiration to take away the pres
sures of life. They want to make sure
WWW.ALOMUSIC.COM
the band isn't only about the music.
After touring with Jsck Johnson, Animal Liberation Orchestra is ready to start their own headlining tour. The quartet's latest
"The band has been a friendship
album "Fly Between Falls" infuses garage-band energy with catchy rhythms into their songs.
for a long time. It's a big extended
family," ALO said. "If we weren't in but it never loses its garage-band zy stage shows in Santa Barbara. road can be difficult, the guys feel that
This past summer the quartet toured the band is a second home. Now
a band together we would be doing energy.
something else together."
As a result of the 80s music they listened alongside Jack Johnson, their close friend that ALO is on their own tour,
Gill, Adams and Lebowitz all knew to while growing up and being influenced from the UCSB dorms. Johnson collabo they feel more connected to the
they wanted to be musicians when they by the music of the 70s, their style in- rated with ALO on a song called "Girl I places they go because they're driving
there themselves.
Wanna Lay You Down."
met in junior high.Together they learned coporates many genres.
The band is looking forward to play
ALO said, "Touring with Jack John
how to play instruments and write songs
Other artists who inspired them from
as their way of dealing with the world. the past include James Brown and Van son was like a reunion, very laid back ing at a Halloween weekend festival
without a lot of pressure." While at Vegoose in Las Vegas from Oct.
After graduating from high school, Morrison.
the three attended the University of
Along with these rockers, the band touring, ALO stopped in Tennessee 28 to 31. They will be joining art
California at Santa Barbara, which is idolizes and finds inspiration in the for Bonnaroo, a concert that hosts ists such as Beck, Jack Johnson,
where they met their current drummer, music of the Grateful Dead, Randy an eclectic mix of bands. They hope to Trey Anastasio and Dave Matthews.
In addition, the band will be mak
David Brogan, who would become the Newman, Joe Jackson, The Band, Curtis play it again next summer.
After finishing up the two month long ing stops outside the U.S. in Canada
fourth and last addition to the band in Mayfield and the Meters.
2002.
ALO said their idols each have tour, ALO had a short break to spend and Japan, where the band's label,
Brushfire Records, is located.
ALO chose the name "Fly Between their own sound, which they call jam time with their families and friends.
Although
they
wished
they
had
A band on their label called
Falls" for their latest album because they pop rock. They aspire to be a funk band
created it between two fall seasons, inspiring people to feel free, let loose and more downtime, they were anxious to "The Beautiful Girls" heard ALO's
hit the road again for their first headlin CD and enjoyed it so much that they will
October to October. The band's get wild at their concerts.
ing
tour. Though the transition to the be playing with them in Tokyo.
sound is continuously changing,
They were known for their cra

Ashlee simpson attempts comeback with "I Am Me"
RICKY RIBIERQ
U-W1RE/U. MARYLAND

Well, it's time to welcome back Amer
ica's most famous victim of acid reflux,
Ashlee Simpson. Her new album title, "I
Am Me," pointedly tries to make it clear
she's gotten over her identity struggle
and out of the shadow of her big sister,
Jessica Simpson. She's been through
some things—you might've caught that
little snafu on a Saturday night—and she's
grown up a little since her last reality
show. Err, I mean, album.
The bothersome thing about Ashlee,
though, is that whenever she does any
thing she feels like she has to explicitly
announce it and spell it out for everyone.
She's the girl who always has to say
she's real, rather than just being real.
For example, when Ashlee goes through
a "big change," she has to dye her hair a
new color, to make sure you can really
tell she's different.
When Ashlee first came out with her
reality show, she was a blonde, peppy

carbon-copy of her older, bigger-breasted
sister. Then, as the show progressed, she
wanted to be more "punk" and "not look
like Jessica," so she dyed her hair black
and cut it to show she was a rebel and she
"didn't care" what her mom thought. So
now she's back to sporting blonde hair,
as if to say, "I'm comfortable with who
I am." Whoop dee doo, Ashlee. We get
it. You're a human mood ring with your
hair changing color and lengths to suit
the side of your personality you want to
push to the forefront.
This habit of spelling things out goes
beyond Ashlee's hair and shows through
in her music and even album packaging.
On her debut, she had a lot of colorful
designs and little girlish, diary-like scrib
bles on the album packaging. "I Am Me,"
has a dark cover with a shadow covering
half of Ashlee's face. It's clear she wants
people to say, "Wow! Look at this album
cover! It sure isn't as adolescent as "Au
tobiography. Ashlee's grown up!"
She wants to come off as a more
authentic and adult artist when, really,

everything feels just as calculated and
pretentious as before. But, Ashlee fans,
don't fret; that doesn't mean that she
doesn't score with some enjoyable pop
gems this time around.
Ashlee's music has a more dance-rock
flavor in this album and you can hear it
in her first single, "Boyfriend." She's still
imitating some of Courtney Love's vocal
tics, but she doesn't embarrass herself
too much, even as she flips off a pesky
girl who thinks Ashlee is after her man
in the video.
Ashlee really nails the dance-rock
sound on "Coming Back For More,"
where she basically runs the theme of
Britney Spears's "Toxic" through a
grinder and howls: "I don't wanna spend
another night/ Trying to figure out why
you're always on my mind, whoa/ All
I know, you keep me coming back for
more." I give Ashlee a lot of credit—this
is way better than "La La." It's a perfect
blend of Ashlee's quirky personality and
pulsating dance-rock.
Ashlee tries to prove to everyone that

the Saturday Night Live incident was
a fluke and that she can really sing on
"Catch Me When I Fall" and "Beautifully
Broken," where she laments about her
imperfections and yet, at the same time,
accepts them. She's really pushing the
"I'm a person with problems, too" theme,
but indulge her.
She sings the songs with conviction
and delicacy, so kudos to Ashlee—she
can pull it off. Elsewhere, she loses her
footing on songs such as "Say Good
bye," "Dancing Alone" and "Eyes Wide
Open," where she just sounds whiny and
repetitive.
"I Am Me" isn't much less of a pro
duction than her debut and among her
female pop/rock peers-such as Lindsay
Lohan, Hilary Duff and Avril Lavigne-Ashlee stands apart as the one who is
willing to kick and scream to get your
attention. "I Am Me" isn't that sure-fire
hit record she had with "Pieces of Me,"
but the album is still an enjoyable slice
of faux-rock from everyone's favorite
little sister.
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4k Rockie's
Frozen Yogurt
Where every size is a SUPER size!

Buy One & Get One

FREE!
{ Small or Larger with this AO )

t e a c h i n g t i p @59

ALSO SERVING

• Coffee Shakes

Some superstars get trophies,
others get smiles.

• Fruit Smoothies

If you have completed your bachelor's degree: Azusa Pacific

• Tea Smoothies

University (APU) offers 35 opportunities at 7 convenient
Southern California locations for you to become a better
teacher, counselor, coach, or administrator. And, because
APU is NCATE accredited, you receive excellent preparation
recognized by all 50 states and internationally.

• Wow Cow
• Low Carb

To schedule a personal appointment
or attend an information meeting:
iSMh (800) 825-5278
www.apu.edu/education/tips
, graduatecenter@apu.edu

Call for Today's Flavors!

m mm

> Call to save your spot at the
next information meeting.

:

K-12, bachelor's to doctorate,
we know teaching.

858-268-0991
U N I V E R S I T Y

901 E. Alosta Ave.
Azusa, CA 91702

7612 Linda Vista Road Suite 114
(At Mesa College Dr and Undo Vista Rd)
San Diego, CA 92111
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Expires 11-15-05 • Not good with any other offer
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SATURDAY PORTRAIT
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PRESENTED BY:

QuaneMorris
MILITARY APPRECIATION NIGHT!
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Dan Mulville, Campus Recreation

Confessions of an intramural junkie

The Fitness Guru

Fitness, health, & well-being on campus

DAN MULVILLE
RECREATION EDITOR
Chances are, if you've played
or watched an intramural game
at USD in the last three years,
you've seen Jeff Haviken there.
It doesn't matter what sport,
what night, or what time, if
there's a game, he wants to
compete. This semester is no
exception for the senior, who
is majoring in business admin
istration.
His typical week includes:
Tuesday nights, missing class
to play football, Wednesday,
running from his CoRec softball game up to the sports center
in time to make his 3X3 basket
ball game. Friday evening, back
in the gym ready for dodgeball.
I managed to find a time when
he wasn't playing to sit down
with Jeff for an interview about
his experience at USD.
DM: How did you choose
up at USD?
JH: I transferred here from
Wesleyan in Ct. to play foot
ball. I had lived in San Diego
from eighth grade until I gradu
ated from La Costa Canyon
High School, so it was basically
coming home to family and
friends.
DM: Tell me about your
athletic background.
JH: At La Costa Canyon, I
played 4 years of football, 3
years of basketball, and 1 sea
son of baseball. I was recruited
to play cornerback at Wes
leyan and a few other schools.
I transferred here to play at a
higher level of football, and be
near to home. I redshirted one
season for the Toreros, but then
decided that the effort and time
were not worth the rewards I
received.
DM: Are there any intramu
ral sports at USD you haven't
played?
JH: I haven't played tennis,
although I like playing. Also, I
haven't played waterpolo.
DM: I notice your team name
is always "Sticky Wolves."
What is the story with that?
JH: My nickname is "Woof
Stick." I just thought up the
team name once when I was
signing up an intramural team,
and have used it ever since.
DM: What is your most
memorable moment playing
IM's at USD?
JH: I would have to say flag
football last season, fall 2004.
We were winless all season,
but got into playoffs because
of a forfeit victory in the last
game of the season. Then we
upset the 5th and 2nd ranked

campusrecreation@sandiego.edu

DAVID FREEMAN
ASST. FITNESS DIRECTOR

DAN MULVILLE

Senior Jeff Haviken participates in four different Intramural
leagues at USD. Whatever the sport, Haviken is game.

teams before losing in a close but a beer pong tournament
final game. We were leading would be huge.
at halftime before they beat
DM: When you're not play
us. Also, it sticks out that I've ing IM's, where do you hang
never won a shirt.
out?
DM: In three years you
JH: On campus, either in the
haven't won playing all those library or La Paloma. Off cam
sports?
pus, South Mission Beach.
JH: I'm going to win at least
DM: Where in South Mis
one this year.
sion?
DM: What do you like best
JH: The Pennant, I usually
about playing IM's?
go 2-3 times per week.
JH: Just the competition, and
DM: And, what's your fa
playing with my friends.
vorite drink at the Pennant?
DM: Have you made any
JH: Guiness, but I can't af
friends through IM's?
ford it. I also like Sam Adams
JH: Yes, because it gives Cherry Wheat.
us something common to talk
DM: What's the best thing
about after the game, at parties about USD?
or whatever. But it also occa
JH: The location, living at
sionally works the other way, the beach, and the scenery.
where battles can carry over.
DM: And the worst thing
DM: What do you like least about USD?
about playing IM's?
JH: Parking, of course, that
JH: I hate it when referees ritzy, Louis-Vutton crap, and
don't even try to be good at the lack of school spirit about
their job.
athletics. I've been to about one
DM: So how come you game in three years. No one
don't become a ref and set the cares. There's nothing big-time
example?
for students to rally around and
JH: You guys don't pay support.
enough.
DM: If you could do some
DM: How did you find out thing over again in college,
about IMs?
what would it be?
JH: It came kind of natu
JH: I'd try to double major,
rally because I was an athlete, and definitely study abroad.
hanging around athletic people. I'd get more involved in more
They just knew about it and activities earlier.
included me.
DM: Any advice to fresh
DM: What new programs men?
would you like to see in IM's?
JH: Talk to anyone and ev
JH: I think a beach vol eryone. Networking gets you
leyball league would be big. involved in different activi
People play all the time in ties.
DM: Thanks for you time.
South Mission. Bowling would
JH: No problem.
be good. It will never happen,

As we celebrate Indian Sum
mer, enjoy these balmy Oct. days
before the wet of San Diego
"winter" begins. Which brings
me to this week's topic: Cold
and Flu prevention.
I know, you never get sick,
and that's great. But just in case
that changes, here are some pre
cautions you can take. Primarily,
illness prevention has to do with
nutrition and vitamin levels in
the body. It's a proven fact the
people who take Vitamin C
regularly have fewer colds and
are less likely to become ill.
Regular vitamin supplements
are necessary for people not
getting the minimum required
levels in their food to keep the
body in optimum condition. So
take a look at what you're eating
and read labels for nutritional
information. Making your mind
more active about what you put
into your body is a great way to
keep healthy and fit.
Another preventative move:
Don't drink alcohol! With that
said, I'll share a tip to prevent ill
ness IF you do drink. At the end
of an evening of "celebrating,"
take one thousand milligrams
of Vitamin C and two "aspirins"
(Tylenol, Advil, etc.) before you
go to sleep (that is if you can
remember to do so). This will
prevent illness, replenish your

vitamin levels, and stave off a
hangover so you can make your
7 a.m. class and be somewhat
alert.
Remember, fitness, well being,
and a positive mental attitude
have much to do with prevention
of any illness. That means get
ting a balance of sleep, exercise,
recreational activity, and personal
or scholastic mental stimulation
to keep the mind, body and spirit
pro-active and the immune sys
tem high.
FIT TIP DU JOUR: When neg
ative thinking invades you from
outside or from within yourself,
get the negative out and choose
to focus on positive thoughts. The
Power of Positive Thinking, cre
ated by Norman Vincent Peale,
is a proven method, not simply a
pleasant way to live. Harmony in
our lives isn't simply a diversion,
it is an integral part of who we
are. Until next issue,
Namaste,
David Freeman

4x4 Volleyball champions

DAN MULVILLE

Called to Serve upset the Valley Girls to win the championship.

GABBY LACAY0

Team Dynasty went undefeated while winning their IM T-shirts.
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Anthony Gentile, Sports Editor

Game of
the week
Broncos take down Patriots 28-20
ANTHONY GENTILE
SPORTS EDITOR

The Denver Broncos (4-1) looked to
knock off the defending champion New
England Patriots (3-2) at Invesco Field
at Mile High in the National Football
League Game of the Week for week
six. Denver was aiming to win its fifth
straight game following week one loss,
while New England, decimated by in
juries, looked to avoid becoming .500
with a win on the road.
In the first quarter, New England's
Adam Vinatieri started the scoring with
a 39-yard field goal and neither offense
could find their stride. Denver struck
only two plays into the second quarter
as quarterback Jake Plummer found
wide receiver Rod Smith on a post route
that went for 72 yards down inside the
Patriots' 10-yard line. Two plays later,

Week in
Review
A quick recap of Torero action
Football
In a matchup for Pioneer Football
League supremacy this Saturday in
Ohio, USD rolled over Dayton 48-24.
The Toreros won by running away from
the Flyers in the second half after trail
ing 24-20 at halftime. In a high scoring
game, San Diego's offense was simply
too much for Dayton, and the Toreros
ran up 551 yards of total offense.
Sophomore quarterback Josh John
son threw for 257 yards and three
touchdowns, and senior Nick Garton
led the Torero receivers with 102 yards
and a touchdown. Redshirt freshman
J.T. Rogan showed his versatility once
again, with 181 yards and a touchdown
on the ground, and 23 yards and a
touchdown receiving.
After a wild first half, the USD de
fense shutout the Flyers in the final 30
minutes to precipitate a sound victory
and move the team into the top spot in
the PFL. For their efforts, Rogan and
Johnson shared PFL Offensive Player
of the Week honors, and junior line
backer Kyson Hawkins earned the PFL
Defensive Player of the Week award,
with 12 tackles against Dayton.
The Toreros' record sits at 6-1 over
all, 2-0 in PFL play. The team returns
home to Torero Stadium this weekend

running back Tatum Bell burst in from
three yards out to give the Broncos a
7-3 lead.
Following a Patriot punt, Plummer
struck again. This time, Jake the Snake
rolled out to his right, stopped, and
threw a perfect strike back to the middle
of the field to receiver Ashley Lelie for
a 55-yard gain. Plummer would cap off
the 91-yard drive by connecting with
Smith on an out route past the pylon
to put Denver up by 11 with just under
eight minutes to play in the half.
After another Patriot drive fizzled,
the Broncos took over on their own
20-yard line with 2:33 remaining in the
second quarter. After the two minute
warning, it appeared Denver would
be content to sit on their lead until
halftime. Bell had other plans, as he
exploded up the middle for a 68-yard
run to New England's 11-yard line.
with the top ranking in each of the I-AA
Mid-Major polls.
Volleyball

USD began last week by capturing
the city championship Tuesday night
at San Diego State University. The
Toreros escaped from the Aztecs' Pe
terson Gym with a five game victory,
winning the decisive fifth game by a
score of 15-10. Junior middle hitter
Christie Dawson had a match-high
33 kills, and was one of four Toreros
with double-digit kills in USD's fifth
straight win over the Aztecs. Senior
setter Lindsey Sherburne had 75 as
sists. Defensively, senior libero Jackie
Bernardin had 21 digs.
Following a tough loss at no. 14
Santa Clara Saturday, the Toreros have
a 14-3 overall record (3-2 WCC). USD
is ranked 18th in this week's CSTV/
AVCA Coaches Poll and travels to
play Saint Mary's and San Francisco
this weekend..
Men's Golf

The Toreros finished tied for third
in this weekend's Fresno State Lexus
Classic at San Joaquin Country Club
in Fresno. Shooting a combined 878
(26 shots over par), USD finished only
20 strokes behind champion Denver
University. Senior Jimmy Harris and
junior Brian Phan fared the best for the
Toreros, finishing tied for 19th seven
shots over par apiece.

/?

agentile-08@sandiego.edu

The Broncos usually shaky red zone
offense would punch it in again, as
Plummer rolled out and pitched the ball
to the back of the end zone, where full
back Kyle Johnson made a diving catch
for the one-yard score. When the dust
settled, Denver dropped 21 unanswered
on the defending champions in the sec
ond quarter to take a commanding 21-3
lead into the locker room.
Denver picked up where they left off
in the third quarter, taking the opening
drive 74 yards to the house with running
back Mike Anderson putting the finish
ing touches on the nine play drive with
a two-yard touchdown run. Ahead 28-3
early in the second, the Broncos now
had complete control of the game.
New England, however, would battle
back. Chipping away at the Bronco lead
while Denver's offense became stag
nant, the Patriots found themselves with
the ball only trailing by eight points
with five minutes to play.
After a first down, New England
quarterback Tom Brady, brilliant in the
comeback, threw the ball away from
inside the pocket and the Patriots were
crippled with an intentional grounding
penalty. On third and long, receiver Deion Branch could not hang on to a pass
near the marker, as Broncos linebacker
A1 Wilson nailed him in midair.
With the ball back, Denver looked
to sustain possession to hold off the
Patriots. Despite only making four first

downs after going up 28-3, two came on
Denver's final possession, including an
eight-yard pass from Plummer to Smith
right before the two minute warning.
Without timeouts, New England could
only watch as Plummer kneeled to kill
the clock, and the Broncos escaped
with victory.
Plummer gets the game ball, finish
ing the contest 17 of 24 for 262 yards
and two touchdowns. More importantly
for the Broncos, Plummer committed
no turnovers, continuing his strong play
this season.
The Snake was aided by the Denver
ground game, as the tandem of Ander
son and Bell combined for 171 yards
and an average of 6.1 yards per carry.
This success allowed the Broncos to
utilize the play action passing game,
and allowed Plummer to roll out of the
pocket, where he is most comfortable
throwing.
Despite letting up in the second half,
the Bronco defense turned in another
great performance, holding the Pats to
89 yards rushing and pressuring Brady
all game.
Using a dominant second quarter in
Sunday's game, Denver improved their
record to 5-1 with the victory, and New
England fell to 3-3 in their quest for a
three-peat. With the 28-20 decision on
Sunday, it appeared that in the Mile
High city, only American Express is
accepted.

MARCONI'S
QUESTIONS

LIVE IN
SOUTH MISSION

Every week, without fail Managing
Editor Gina Marconi asks questions
while proofreading articles in the
sports section. The Vista thought it
would be helpful for other sportsilliterate students if we answered her
questions here.
In the "Week in Review" article's vol
leyball section, what is a libero?
A libero is a defensive specialist.
The libero comes in and out of the game
often, usually skilled in both serving and
digging.
In the football section of the same ar
ticle, what is a redshirt freshman?
Putting redshirt before a class designa
tion denotes that that player was kept out
of competition for an entire year in order
to extend their eligibility.
In the "NFLGame of the week" article,
what is the red zone?
The red zone is the area on the field
between the endzone and the 20-yard 1 ine.
When Jake Plummer connected with Rod
Smith, the play moved into the red zone,
down to the Patriots' five-yard line.
I do not understand the American Ex
press reference at the end of the NFL
article. Is that supposed to be a joke?
The reference is a joke, poking fun at
the Patriots. In the new Visa advertising
campaign, Tom Brady and members of
the Patriots' offensive line star in a com
mercial broadcast throughout televised
NFL games.

-J so®
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TELL YOUR PARENTS
TO BUY YOU THIS CONDO
TO HELP PAY FOR YOUR
COLLEGE EDUCATION
BETWEEN THE BAYANDTHE BEACH
GRANITE COUNTER TOPS
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NEW CARPET & PAINT
TRAVERTINE TILE FLOORING
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CALL R O N FLETCHER
TO SEE THESE HOMES TODAY
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Madness sparks excitement for coming season
PETER BYRNF
STAFF WRITER
The USD men's and women's bas
ketball teams hope that Midnight Mad
ness, held last Friday in the Jenny Craig
Pavilion, will lead to a similar madness
in March.
Despite weak attendance, Midnight
Madness kicked off with the introduc
tion of the two Torero basketball teams,
which included individual introductions
of every player. The energy level in
the Jenny Craig Pavilion was elevated
as players and cheerleaders threw To
rero shirts and toy basketballs into the
stands.
The crowd was let down when men's
coach Brad Holland missed an opportu
nity to win everyone in attendance a free
Subway sandwich when he couldn't sink
a free throw. However, the three-point
contest got everyone out of their seats as

the women's team defeated the men by
an impressive margin.
After a student won a trip for two to
Las Vegas, the dunk contest got under
way. Several Toreros threw down au
thoritative slams in the first round. Fresh
man forward/guard Ray Murdock, junior
guard Kyle Price and junior forward
Theo White had the most memorable
first round dunks, but only Murdock and
White advanced to the finals.
Murdock set the bar as high as it could
go with a perfect 50. To set up Murdock's
best dunk, junior guard Ross DeRogatis
launched a perfect bounce pass from
halfway up the stands that he caught as
an alley-oop and slammed home.
White answered by jumping over
freshman point guard Brandon Johnson
for his dunk. He then attempted the near
ly impossible "through the legs" dunk
which he couldn't complete. With that,
Murdock claimed victory in the dunk

ADENA JANSEN

The USD Dance Team performs at Midnight Madness Friday night at the Jenny Craig
Pavilion.

contest. The USD
Dance Team also per
formed a routine at
the event.
Possibly the most
exciting part of the
night came next as a
student was selected
to compete in the
Free Tuition Shoot
out. The selected
student had to make
a lay-up, free-throw,
three-pointer and
half-court shot in 25
seconds in order to
win free tuition for
a year.
The student missed
the first lay-up at
tempt but recovered
and drained both the
free-throw and threeADENA JANSEN
pointer to set up a Freshman point guard Brandon Johnson and a fan show
half-court attempt off their moves at Midnight Madness.
with two seconds
left on the clock. Both the men's and facing Campbell University Nov. 18. The
women's teams joined the crowd on their first men's home game of the season is
feet as he let the shot fly. Unfortunately on Nov. 30 against crosstown rival San
for the student, and his parents, the half- Diego State University.
First year head coach Cindy Fisher
court shot fell short and he walked away
comes from the University of Nebraska
empty-handed.
That concluded the Midnight Madness to guide the women's team back to vic
event, but only began the excitement tory after a 9-19 season last year. They
of the 2005-2006 Torero basketball also open up on the road Nov. 18 at the
campaign. Both the men's and women's University of California Riverside. The
teams need support in order to make the Lady Toreros' home opener is against
Jenny Craig Pavilion the toughest place Sweet 16 qualifier Arizona State on
to play in the West Coast Conference. No Nov. 20.
matter what, there promises to be plenty
With the madness generated Friday
of excitement for the Torero programs in night in the Jenny Craig Pavilion, both
the upcoming months.
Torero basketball programs want to keep
The men's squad begins their cam the momentum rolling into the 2005paign under Holland in South Carolina, 2006 season.

Soccer squads successful in doubleheader
DANE MAHONEY

going to bring the Toreros the results they
needed. After looking dangerous on set
pieces throughout the match, it was an
In a full day of USD soccer Sunday, inevitable free kick that undid the Gael
the women romped to a 2-0 victory over defense.
Saint Mary's, while the men fought to a
Sophomore defender Vanessa Vella hit
1-1 tie with Loyola Marymount.
a 40-yard free kick into the box, where it
Captain Veronica Ambort led the was headed by junior midfielder Brittany
women's team in a much-needed victory. Young into the path of Ambort; she made
The junior midfielder netted the only goal no mistake in firing a volley high into the
the Toreros would need on the day. In top left corner.
the dying minutes of the game, redshirt
SMC looked like they had equalized
freshman Allison Wolters converted a only eight minutes later when a rebound
penalty kick to seal the important West from a free kick was knocked into the
Coast Conference win.
Torero goal. The shooter, however, was
The men's side came into the game offside and USD could breathe a big
fresh off a victory at St. Mary's and sigh of relief.
looking to build momentum in the WCC.
The game was finally put away when
After LMU opened the scoring just after Wolters, who had been dangerous all
halftime, sophomore Dustin Guerrero game, received a through ball in the
equalized for the Toreros with 22 minutes 18-yard box, made a quick move to her
remaining. After a brawl, two ejections right and was taken down by a Gael de
and two overtime periods, the match fender. The referee pointed to the penalty
finally came to a close and both teams spot and the forward coolly slotted the
took home a share of the points.
ball into the bottom right hand corner,
The women began the afternoon look securing a very important win for the
ing for their first league victory after Toreros.
dropping a tough game to the University
The men were present to cheer on the
of San Francisco on Friday night. The women's final goal and take the pitch
first half yielded no answers to the Tore immediately after the final whistle was
ros as they were frustrated by the SMC sounded. LMU has been referred to as
defense. The second half, however, was a sister school of USD; however, the
STAFF WRITER

match itself did not reflect the supposed
camaraderie between these WCC pow
ers. The Toreros looked like the better
side within the first 30 seconds. A cross
floated in by Guerrero slipped through
the keeper's hand, falling to sophomore
midfielder Adam Mariani, whose bicycle
kicked it a bit too high, nicking it off the
top of the crossbar.
This would be the only clear chance
for USD in the first half, as much of the
play was stuck in the midfield. With
tough tackling and quality distribution
from junior captain Kevin Meissner, the
Toreros looked to have the edge going
into the break; however, seven minutes
after the restart, LMU took the lead.
Junior midfielder Diego Souza played
a through ball to freshman midfielder
Jawaan Delaney who volleyed it past
an onrushing Lance Friesz. The Toreros
kept their heads up and came after the
Lions with pace and creativity.
Only five minutes later the Toreros'
Ryan Guy dropped a pass to striker
Michael Caso who hit a shot and forced
the LMU keeper to make a diving stop to
his left. With the addition of senior mid
fielder Jan Prochazka, USD was finally
able to break through the Lion defense.
Prochazka made a run down the left side,
dropped the ball to Guy, who crossed

it into the middle. It was flicked on to
Guerrero, who simply tapped it into an
open net as the keeper had already dived
and missed the ball.
With 10 minutes remaining, the face
of the game changed entirely. After
a corner kick, senior defender Scott
Martin was provoked into an altercation
with Delaney. After a few punches were
thrown, more players from both teams
got involved. The referee ejected both
Delaney and Martin.
The game continued with tough tack
les, while the fans were yelling for a little
more class from the LMU players and
supporters. After a brief interlude with
Bob Marley singing "One Love" over
the loudspeaker, the game went into
overtime.
The only real chance for either team
in the 20-minute overtime period fell to
USD. Prochazka once again fired a shot
that the keeper parried into the path of
Guerrero. However, this time, he could
only shoot as far as an .LMU defender,
who cleared away the danger. The game
ended in a tense 1-1 draw.
Overall it was a positive day for USD
soccer. Both the men's and women's
clubs are back in action this Friday
versus St. Mary's and Gonzaga respec
tively.
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